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STEP - 1

Essentials of Astrology - A Foundation Course on
Astrology

COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

A Foundation Course on
Astrology

Deepanshu Giri
Recorded

Course
20 Classes
(Tentative)

1 Year Hindi+English

Description

1.Gayatri Mantra and Yantra Sadhana - Gayatri is the key to accessing the Akashic
Intelligence. A day in an Astrologer's life is incomplete without the practice of Gayatri.

● The Science of Mantra & Yantra.
● The Purpose of Practising Gayatri in Daily Life.
● Effects of Gayatri Siddhi.
● Daily Sadhana for an Astrologer to Balance the Energies.

2. Panchang

In Vedic Astrology, Panchang has great importance. An auspicious day or Muhurat
cannot be decided without the proper understanding of Panchang. Knowledge of
Panchang will help you to choose favorable days for any significant activities.

● Tithi - Deities and Deeper meaning of each Tithi. How the Tithi can be used for
describing the life of the native.

● Nakshatra - Understanding the Moon Nakshatra to determine the focal point of
Life.

● Vaar - Importance of each day and activities based on the tithi, and nakshatra.
● Yog - Understanding Yogas and life patterns.
● Karan - Determining the most important Karam of your life using Karan.

Reading Ephemeris and using to draw hand made charts and divisional charts.

3. Planets & Energy Cycles

https://welcome.lunarastro.com/about/


● Description of Nine planets and explaining their energy cycles to be used for
predictive purposes.

● Strength of Planets.
● Dasa - Varga.
● Special Avasthas of Planets.

4. Activation Ages of Planets

● Natural Ages of Planets.
● Activation Ages in determining events and predicting using Naisargik Dasa.
● Activation Techniques.

5. Lal Kitab Fundamentals

● Basic Understanding of Lal Kitab.
● How to use Lal Kitab with Vedic.
● Explaining the deeper version of Lal Kitab.
● Decoding predictive techniques from Lal Kitab.

6. Description of 12 Houses in Astrology & their Deeper Understanding

● Understanding the deeper meanings related to the energy of each house and the
grouping of houses.

● Trik, Apokilam, Upachya, Kendra, Trikon.
● Why and How these houses are linked together, and energy of one planet affects

another planet in the same group of houses?
● BhavChalit Chart and Rasi chart differences, How to use and Results.
● Role of Mrityubhag/Amrit Bhag Planets and Remedies.
● Role of Mandi Gulika in creating Raj yog.

7. Yogas and Their Manifestation in Astrology

● Formation of different types of Yogas in Astrology.
● Predictions for various yogas.
● How to decipher yogas to see if any yog is special in the chart?
● Timing and the manifestation of Yogas.
● Parivartan Yogas – Stories related to each Parivaratan and manifestation in real

life.
● When does Partivartan work or does not work?
● Panch Mahapurush Yogas - Explanation of yogas and special conditions which

makes these yogas special.
● How to judge the potential of charts such as to which chart belongs to rich person

or health of native, the marriage of native, education and kids.

8. Astrology and Tri-Doshas (Tattva)



● Tridoshas of Planets.
● Introduction to Medical Astrology.
● Diseases related to each planet.
● Medicines related to each planet.
● Remedies to Balance the Tri-Dosha.

9. Dasa & Predicting Life Events

● Vimshottari Dasa Principles and Applications.
● Judging Dasa outcomes based on yogas.
● Rule of each dasa and step-by-step method to predict.
● Energy point of Dasa sequence and how to determine energy point on any given

day.

10. Remedial Measures

● The science behind Remedies.
● Real Purpose of performing Remedies.
● Which remedial measure will suit the native most?
● How do create remedies based on tatva of planets?
● Most effective days to do remedy.

STEP - 2

Predictive Astrology Part - 1
COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

Predictive Astrology Part - 1 Deepanshu Giri
Recorded

Course
55 Sessions 1Year Hindi+English

Description

The Predictive Astrology Course has been designed in a very creative and simple way
that even if you are an absolute beginner and want to start your journey in astrology,
this Online Astrology Course is for you and if you are a practicing astrologer with few
years of experience and lacking behind somewhere in the field of astrology, so from our
quality content, you can learn astrology and boost your techniques and skills to an
advance level.

Course Contents:
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I have designed this course in a most practical way possible & we all know different
qualities of each sign but how to actually pick up every small detail and make a
prediction out of the simple thing is something which comes with experience.

How to predict on blank chart using qualities of signs.

How to verify lineage of chart by combinations in chart as well as identifying symptoms
in lineage.

Stories related to different planet and signs & how to use them for predictive purposes.

Excerpts from Lal - Kitab and how they synchronize with Vedic Astrology.

Remedies related to every planet.

This course has been designed in such a way that if you are an absolute beginner in
astrology or a practicing astrologer with 15 years of experience then this course is

something you wouldn’t want to miss as I have always said in my YouTube videos that
basics are key to any prediction and this course will serve as a launchpad for your

predictive astrology journey.

This course shall not only solve the mystery of predictions but also give you a jump start
to make absolute brilliant predictions from blank chart only.

I have also covered - how to decode a Shloka from classical text and make
a technique out it along with predicting using combining qualities of signs and planets.

 Bonus techniques on:

Birth Time Rectification & Techniques.

Paribharaman Paddati - To predict yearly events such as marriage, job change, house,
car, health.

Jamini Sutram Level 1 Astrology Course
COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

Jamini Sutram Level 1
Astrology Course

Deepanshu Giri
Recorded

Course
15 Sessions 1 Year Hindi+English

Description

https://lunarastro.com/product/a-course-on-navansha-jaimini-sutram/
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This course is purely based on rashis and how to use their base energy from D1 and
make predictions from Maharishi Jaimini's point of view using the rasi occupied in
navansh chart (D9).

There are 12 shlokas that are taught in the course and it will give a glimpse of how the
Jaimini Sutram works like why it is written for Aries Navansh - "The person will be
troubled with rats and cats".

Maharishi Jaimini - you will realize is a true Ketu and while reading Jaimini Sutram as
well - you will find your Ketu getting activated in the chart like it was in the case of
Rashis.

I will discuss various ages as well as how you can decode minute predictions by using
this with respect to the combination of D1 and D9 as like I have said that D1 is the tree
& D9 is the fruit so you can understand what the ultimate result or fruit of that planet is
going to be.

Predictive Astrology – Pending Karma Part – 2

COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

Predictive Astrology – Pending
Karma Part – 2

Deepanshu Giri
Recorded

Course
42 Sessions

6
Months

Hindi+English

Description

In the previous course which is Predictive Astrology Part - 1, I had explained the
techniques used to make predictions simply using the rasis and explained their basic
nature and qualities. But, as usual, I won't repeat the same content once I have given it
out so this course is going to be completely unique as there will be NEW STORIES -
NEW TECHNIQUES as I will show you how to make predictions from Planets in Houses
and things which are more enhanced in terms of predictive capabilities as last time I felt
that the course I am going to launch will be more practical, easy to grasp and implement
and help you in further learning astrology in a more simplified manner for beginners are
well as practicing astrologers.
 
This course will cover:

https://lunarastro.com/product/predictive-astrology-course-part-2-recorded/
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a. planets in houses and their predictions along with special positions when they
occupy and how special events get manifested in life.

b. How to remain happy and sort out all your problems using qualities of rasis so
that you can motivate yourself and others and learn astrology peacefully.

c. Nature-based remedies and planetary-based remedies.
d. Blank Chart Predictions
e. Dasa Systems which was never revealed before anywhere includes House

Code, Zodiac Code, and Planetary Code. And many more……

Additionally, I have also given out bonus techniques and transit-related predictive
methods. Also, PPTs & Compilations from students who shared assignments have been
added as well for your reference in learning Predictive Astrology Part - 2
[Happiness Series] - Online Astrology Course.

STEP - 3

Yogini Dasha Astrology Course

COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

Yogini Dasha Astrology Course
Deepanshu

Giri
Recorded Course 20 Sessions 1 Year Hindi+English

Description

In this online astrology course, you are going to learn in astrology that how to time
events using the Asht-Yogini’s along with the divisional charts.

And, most importantly a very big secret is going to be revealed in terms of the
sequencing of the dasha used till now which is very much different from what is being
taught in classics and books.

As this system has been tested on several charts and major aspects for each planet
along with remedies has been discussed during the course like planets 8th to Rahu
changes their behavior suddenly so if Venus is 8th to it - native's relationships and
financial position change rapidly.

This online astrology course includes:

https://lunarastro.com/product/yogini-dasha-timing-of-job-and-marriage/
https://welcome.lunarastro.com/about/
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● Dasa systems and their applications
● Timing of Job, Demotion, Promotion, Gains, Change of Job, etc;
● Timing of Marriage, Divorce, Troubles, etc;
● Story of Asht Yogini’s and their implementation in dasa system
● Divisional charts like D9 (for marriage)
● Ups and Downs in Profession using D10
● Best Periods as well as Bad Periods determination in life
● Special positions of planets like combustion, debilitation, retrogression, digbala,

mulatrikona, etc; - their workings and implementation on the dasa system.
● Remedies and how to make those based on different charts.

Yogini Dasha which is to be taught in the course is different in terms of what has been
explained till now in all the classics and literature available, so please come with an
open mind to learn something out of the box and see the results of the Yogini Dasha in
your chart.

Kaal Chakra Dasha Astrology Course
COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

Kaal Chakra Dasha Astrology
Course

Deepanshu Giri
Recorded

Course
6 Sessions 1 Year Hindi+English

Description

To learn astrology and to master it, it is important to learn this course in a very serious
manner. This astrology course will help you in predicting all the major and minor events
of life as over a period of time I have used this dasha along with other dasha to predict
various events.

The content session is of a 4-hour duration in which I have covered all the technical
aspects, keywords for rashis, and implementation using quantum jumps to time the
events. Things you will learn in this astrology course:

Good and Bad Periods of life.

Timing of Marriage.

Timing of Job.

Timing of health - related issues using Transits with respect to this dasha.

STEP - 4

https://lunarastro.com/product/kaal-chakra-dasha/
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Karma and Relationships Astrology Course
COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

Karma and Relationships
Astrology Course

Deepanshu
Giri

Recorded Course 7 Sessions 1 Year English

Description

This is a course not only on matchmaking with your spouse but also in terms of
relationships with every person who enters your life - your Spouse, your Kids, your
employees, and what changes any person can bring to your life when they enter you.

Like a common myth is - a person who has their ascendant sign in 6/8/12 to your
ascendant is not good for you but that is not true as these half statements should be
analyzed by proper reasoning and procedure.

Only one factor cannot determine the relationship.

Ashtkoot Milan is based on Moon but this will only work if you have planned your birth in
today's time this type of matchmaking is not relevant at all so we are going to discuss
the proper way of matching charts by understanding the chart rather than just being
dependent on software and table provided.

● Why some people are karmically linked to you for shorter time periods?
● Why some people are linked to you for a lifetime?
● What was your connection with spouse from past life?
● Why do we suffer in married life due to past life actions?

Badhak Planets and Remedies Astrology Course

COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

Badhak Planets and Remedies
Astrology Course (Level 1 &

Level 2)

Deepanshu
Giri

Recorded Course 12 Sessions 1 Year English

https://lunarastro.com/product/a-course-on-karma-and-relationships-recorded/
https://welcome.lunarastro.com/about/
https://welcome.lunarastro.com/about/
https://lunarastro.com/product/badhak-series-level-1-2/
https://welcome.lunarastro.com/about/
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Description

In this course, Deepanshu Ji will discuss the astrology basics of the Badhak Planets
both for Hindi and English Viewers. What are Badhak Planets, How do Badhak Planets
work? How to find your Badhak Planet & How to use them?

It mainly covers:

a. How Rahu & Ketu are relevant in finding the obstructions in chart.
b. Quality of each planet and how it behaves as an obstacle in the chart
c. Karmic Curses and how the Badhak Planet manifests in terms of predictions
d. Remedial measures for each badhak along with identification the root cause for it

STEP - 5

Predictive Nakshatra Astrology Course
COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

Predictive Nakshatra Astrology
Course

Deepanshu Giri
Recorded

Course
32 Sessions 1 Year Hindi+English

Description

This course is derived from rare work of Goswami Nathu Lal Ji Maharaj notes in Rohini
Tara Samhita which was written in 1830 when he was head of shrine in Talagang,
Pakistan.  Each nakshatra will be covered in detail with mythology associated with each
nakshatra and how to draw out conclusion from each story to make techniques and
predictions. Why this is such a rare work as this system says irrespective of you have
any planet placed in a particular nakshatra or not but still that particular nakshatra will
give results at a particular age, Till now we only used few nakshatras as we didn't have
any planet in particular nakshatra but this system will broaden your horizon to use all
nakshatras in zodiac.  We will also cover the timing of events using nakshatras as well
as family lineage problems (Curses) as well as boons associated with each nakshatra.

This online astrology course includes:

1. Curse and boons associated with each nakshatra and how these qualities will be
manifested in real life.

2. Timing of activation of each nakshatra.

https://welcome.lunarastro.com/predictive-nakshtra-course-packages/
https://welcome.lunarastro.com/about/


3. Predictions for family and native using only nakshatra chart.
4. Pending Karma associated with each chart.

Lal Kitab Astrology Course
COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

Lal Kitab Astrology Course Najoomi Ji Recorded Course 13 Sessions 1 Year Hindi

Description

This course is designed in a manner that covers the aspects and deep insights of Lal -
Kitab that is not found easily -This course will help you to build a solid foundation to
understand it to a level that cannot be learn on our own. All those confusion related to
lal-kitab will be solved when you learn the subject in detail from basics and that too from
one of the best in Lal- Kitab such as Grahphal and Rashiphal is a concept that if you do
a remedy in a wrong manner. Remedy will backfire and all practioners of astrology
should understand this concept before giving out remedies.

Course Language - Hindi

2 Year Online Certificate Course in Vedic Astrology
and Remedies

COURSES NAME TEACHER Course Type Total Class Validity Language

2 Year Online Certificate Course
in Vedic Astrology and

Remedies
Deepanshu Giri

Recorded
Course

N/A 2 Year Hindi+English

Description

● This certificate course is designed for those students who want to learn astrology
from a very basic to advanced level at home with online classes. The courses will

https://lunarastro.com/product/lal-kitab-course-by-najoomi-ji/
https://welcome.lunarastro.com/about/
https://lunarastro.com/product/a-2year-certificate-course-in-vedic-astrology-remedies/
https://lunarastro.com/product/a-2year-certificate-course-in-vedic-astrology-remedies/
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be in recorded format although you will be invited for a live doubt session based
on the questions you put on a forum.

● This course validity would be 2 years and there would be no renewal cost for the
second year continuation. The course validity will not show 2 years but it will be
renewed from time to time and you don't need to pay any bucks during the period
of 2 years since the date of enrollment.

● The list of courses you will be enrolled in are listed below. Alternatively, click on
the COURSE Tab to read more about the respective course table of content.

● Majorly of the following course will be in both Hindi and English Language [Kaal
Chakra Dasha, Badhak Planets and Karma Relationship course in English only]

Note - The validity of webinar would be 50 days only**

List of Courses included in Diploma Course

1. Predictive Astrology Part-1 Hindi
2. Predictive Astrology Part-1 English
3. Jaimini Sutram Hindi
4. Jaimini Sutram English
5. Predictive Astrology Part-2 Hindi
6. Predictive Astrology Part-2 English
7. Kaal Chakra Dasha course
8. Yogini Dasha
9. Badhak Planets & Remedies Level - 1
10.Badhak Planets & Remedies Level - 2
11. Karma & Relationships Course

-

Bhrigu Software
Bhrigu Software - It is an essential software for all astrologers as through this software , we can see all the
necessary details of the native starting with the casting of the Birth and Divisional Charts as well as several
dashas and other details which are required. 

Once the software is opened we can cast the chart as required by entering the details of the native , i.e: Date,
Time and Place Then the chart will be cast of the user. The basic details such as planetary position , dashas
and other details will be visible but what makes this software unique is because of the databank which can be
used to research purposes.

The software has a built in databank within the software which consists of over 29 thousand charts - and each
chart has specific events related to their life along with being able to see the chart and the events in the same
window - due to which researching any topic becomes very simple and efficient. Such as if someone wants to
do their research on Cancer - they can simply search with the keyword “Cancer” and within a few seconds a
list of all the Cancer charts will be available in front of them and they can view each chart details one by one.



The databank makes researching any topic very time efficient and simple as users can just type the keyword
and look up several of such charts within a very short time. 

There are several searching methods as well such as Searching by Name, Searching by Date , Keyword
based searching as well as users can search with specific planetary position such as if someone wants to see
the results of Moon in Taurus in 8 degrees, they can also do so through the Planetary Combination based
search. 

The software also consists of several dashas which are not available on any other software such as the
calculations of the Vedic Progression as decoded from Chandra Kala Nadi including the D9 Calculations,
Bhrigu Pada Dasha, Tajik as well as Lal Kitab Varshphal, Planetary Code of each chart, House code as well as
the Kaal Chakra Dasha Ayansh which can be used for timing any event.

Data Bank "Astrology" Software
Lunar Astro Astro Data Bank is a free Astrology (Jyotish) Software containing more than 29 thousands charts.
All these charts are compiled in this software of astrology in a categorized way to help the students in their
research work. In astrology, the more you do your research on the software of astrology the more you learn. To
solve this purpose, we have come up with our Astro Data Bank Free Software of Astrology. 

The astrology learners and researchers can search any keywords like ‘noble prize’, ‘doctor’, ‘musician’,
‘divorce’, celebrity name, public figures etc; and this free astrology software will provide you with all the suitable
birth charts according to your search, from the collection of horoscopes in its database. 

If you want to research on various topics in Astrology like - Marriage in Astrology, Profession in Astrology and
Medical Astrology, this free software of jyotish of Lunar Astro is the thing you need most. This Astro Data Bank
software offers you thousands of charts, particularly on your research topic. In this Jyotish [Astrology] software,
you are just one keyword and one click away to get all the desired birth charts to strengthen your research.


